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Jet re-heating via nuclear collisions has recently been proposed as the main mechanism for gamma-
ray burst (GRB) emission. Besides producing the observed gamma-rays, collisional heating must
generate 10-100 GeV neutrinos, implying a close relation between the neutrino and gamma-ray
luminosities. We exploit this theoretical relation to make predictions for possible GRB detections
by IceCube+DeepCore. To estimate the expected neutrino signal, we use the largest sample of bursts
observed by BATSE in 1991-2000. GRB neutrinos could have been detected if IceCube+DeepCore
operated at that time. Detection of 10-100 GeV neutrinos would have significant implications,
shedding light on the composition of GRB jets and their Lorentz factors. This could be an important
target in designing future upgrades of the IceCube+DeepCore observatory.
1. Introduction — Cosmological gamma-ray bursts
(GRBs) are expected to be efficient producers of neutri-
nos. There are at least three mechanisms for neutrino
emission:
(1) The GRB central engine has a characteristic tem-
perature comparable to 10 MeV and is expected to emit
quasi-thermal ( ∼ 30−50 MeV) neutrinos with luminosi-
ties Lν ∼ 1053 erg s−1 on a timescale of 1− 10 s. Similar
neutrinos are generally produced by collapsing stars that
form neutron stars or black holes; they have been de-
tected in SN 1987A [1, 2]. These relatively low-energy
neutrinos can hardly be detected from typical GRBs, be-
cause they occur at cosmological distances.
(2) GRB jets carry plasma with high Lorentz factors
Γ = 100 − 1000. The jets are unsteady, and internal
collisions between baryons are expected to produce pi-
ons whose decay leads to neutrino emission of energy
 ∼ Γmpic2 [3–7]. This energy falls in the 10 − 100 GeV
range. Previous searches for multi-GeV neutrinos from
GRBs did not have sufficient sensitivity. We show in this
paper that the IceCube+DeepCore detector provides the
required sensitivity.
(3) A fraction of ions in GRB jets may be accelerated
to ultra-high energies; in particular, Fermi acceleration
in internal shocks was proposed [8]. The existing upper
limits [9] indicate that this mechanism is relatively inef-
ficient.
Here we discuss the prospects for detecting neutrinos
produced by the second mechanism — by nuclear colli-
sions in the GRB jet (see also [10, 11]). Collisional heat-
ing was recently found to naturally produce the observed
γ-ray spectra [12, 13] and can be the dominant radia-
tive mechanism of GRBs. It implies a relation between
the observed γ-ray emission and the expected 10-100 GeV
neutrino flux, and one can use this relation to make pre-
dictions for possible neutrino detections.
2. Collisional mechanism — The light curves of ob-
served bursts suggest that the GRB jets are unsteady on
timescales as short as 1 ms, and their non-thermal spec-
tra indicate that the energy of internal bulk motions is
dissipated and converted to radiation. This dissipation
may occur above or below the jet photosphere. Observed
spectra are in conflict with optically thin models (see e.g.,
[14]); this suggests that the burst emission is produced
mainly by dissipation in the opaque, sub-photospheric
region.
An efficient dissipative mechanism below the photo-
sphere is provided by nuclear collisions (e.g., [3–5, 12,
15]). As long as internal motions in the jet are at least
mildly relativistic, the collision energy coll is comparable
to or exceeds the proton rest mass, mpc
2 ≈ 1 GeV. This
energy is sufficient for pion production. If coll > 1 GeV,
mutiple pions are produced with comparable (mildly rel-
ativistic) momenta in their center-of-momentum frame.
The pion decay generates energetic electrons, and the
electrons radiate their energy via synchrotron emission
and inverse Compton scattering, which involves a cas-
cade of e± creation. The cascade develops because the
high-energy photons produced by inverse Compton scat-
tering quickly collide with softer photons and convert to
e± pairs. Using the known rates of collisional and radia-
tive processes, one can predict from first principles the
gamma-ray spectrum emerging at the jet photosphere.
Detailed calculations of radiative transfer in the collision-
ally heated, expanding jet gave GRB spectra consistent
with observations [12, 13]. In particular, the position
of the spectral peak, and the spectral slopes below and
above the peak were found to agree with data.
In this model, the observed extended tail of the γ-
ray spectrum is generated by pions produced in inelas-
tic nuclear collisions. Pions quickly decay into particles
of energy ∼ 102mec2; e.g. pi+ decay through reactions
pi+ → µ+ + νµ → e+ + νe + νµ + νµ, and similar re-
actions describe the decay of pi−. Neutral pions decay
into two high-energy photons. As a result, roughly half
of the pion energy is emitted in neutrinos, and the other
half is processed into radiation (and secondary e± pairs)
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2through the cascade and synchrotron emission. The ra-
diative cooling of final products (electrons and positrons)
occurs much faster than the expansion of the jet [12].
Note also that the decay reactions are extremely fast,
and radiative losses of intermediate particles (pions and
muons) are negligible. Measured in the jet rest frame,
the lifetime of mildly relativistic pi± is tdec ∼ 3× 10−8 s,
and the lifetime of µ± is tdec ∼ 3 × 10−6 s. The cooling
timescale tc of a particle of massm and elementary charge
e is (m/me)
3 longer than the electron cooling timescale,
tc,e. The typical value of tc,e in the collisionally heated
region is ∼ 10−5 s [12], which implies tc  tdec for pions
and muons.
In each decay reaction, the energy is approximately
evenly distributed between the decay products. Neutri-
nos therefore carry away a significant fraction fν ∼ 1/2 of
the energy dissipated in inelastic nuclear collisions (with
1− fν given to radiation). Dissipation of energy Ediss in
the opaque jet produces a GRB of energy
Eγ = fad (1− fν)Ediss, (1)
where fad < 1 describes the reduction in radiation en-
ergy due to adiabatic cooling in the expanding opaque
jet below the photosphere. The adiabatic cooling factor
for radiation produced at scattering (Thomson) optical
depth τT  1 and released at the photosphere is given
by [16]
fad(τT) = 2 τ
−2/3
T , τ  1. (2)
Note that the dissipated energy of internal bulk motions
that is not converted to neutrinos tends to convert back
into bulk kinetic energy via adiabatic cooling, leading to
repeated dissipation.
The corresponding energy of the neutrino burst (which
does not suffer any adiabatic cooling) is
Eν = fνEdiss. (3)
The ratio of neutrino and radiation burst energies (or
their isotropic equivalents) is given by
w =
Eν
Eγ
=
fν
1− fν
τ
2/3
T
2
, (4)
where the line over τ
2/3
T signifies the average over the re-
gion of collisional dissipation. Strongest collisional heat-
ing is expected at optical depths τT >∼ σn/σT ≈ 20 [12],
where σn and σT are the nuclear and Thomson cross sec-
tions. Therefore, the expected theoretical value for w is
3 to 10.
The emitted neutrinos have energy comparable to
mpic
2 in the rest-frame of the jet, and the corresponding
energy in the fixed frame (frame of the central source) is
given by
 ≈ 0.1 Γ GeV, (5)
where Γ is the jet Lorentz factor. As the emitted neu-
trinos propagate large distances to the observer at earth,
their energies are reduced by the cosmological redshift
(1 + z). Pion decay produces muon and electron neutri-
nos, however, due to flavor oscillations on the way to the
observer, neutrinos come in all of the three flavors.
3. IceCube+DeepCore capabilities for GRB de-
tection — While IceCube itself was mainly designed to
observe neutrinos with energies above 100 GeV, it has
been complemented with the component named Deep-
Core, a smaller Cherenkov detector with a higher concen-
tration of optical modules, which targets neutrinos with
energies down to ∼ 10 GeV [17, 18]. IceCube+DeepCore
is most sensitive of all neutrino detectors (existing or
planned) in the energy range between 10 and 100 GeV
[17].
Given a neutrino fluence Ψ [cm−2], the mean expecta-
tion for the number of detected neutrinos is determined
by the detector effective area A,
〈n〉 = AΨ. (6)
The effective area for IceCube+DeepCore was evaluated
by [18]. In the 10-100 GeV energy range, their results can
be approximately described by a power law,
A() ≈ 40
( 
100 GeV
)2
cm2 (7)
for muon neutrinos. (For electron neutrinos, the effective
area is about two times smaller.)
The detector background (for up-going events) is domi-
nated by atmospheric neutrinos generated by cosmic rays
from the northern hemisphere. We approximate the en-
ergy distribution of detected background neutrinos to be
flat in the range of 10 − 100 GeV (e.g., [19]; c.f. [20]).
For 1.6pi sr region of the northern hemisphere we adopt
a muon neutrino background rate of
dn˙BG
d
≈ 100 GeV−1 yr−1. (8)
The net background rate integrated over the spectral
window below 100 GeV is n˙BG ≈ 104 yr−1. Then the
mean expectation for the background neutrino number
in a single GRB is 〈nBG〉 ≈ 10−2(T/30 s), where T is the
time interval during which most (e.g. 90%) of the burst
fluence comes; typically, T . 10 − 20 s (e.g., [21]). The
background is small if the mean expectation for neutrino
signal 〈n〉  〈nBG〉.
The background can be significantly reduced if we use
the known location of the burst on the sky. GRBs are
typically well localized by gamma-ray observations, and
many of the background neutrinos can be rejected us-
ing their directions. We adopt an uncertainty of ∼ 5◦
in the direction reconstruction of IceCube+DeepCore
muon neutrinos, which is the nominal value at energies
3ν ∼ 100 GeV ([22]; the uncertainty is somewhat greater
at lower energies). Assuming that the GRB is localized
on the sky with a similar or better accuracy, the muon-
neutrino background is effectively reduced by a factor of
∼ 1/200:
〈nBG〉 ≈ 5× 10−5
(
T
30 s
)
. (9)
In our analysis, we adopt this average value for the entire
energy range.
The direction reconstruction for electron neutrinos is
difficult, which makes their effective background level
much higher. For this reason, we will focus below on
the detection of muon neutrinos.
4. Expected detection rate — For a burst with
gamma-ray energy fluence S [erg cm−2] the expected
number fluence of muon neutrinos is given by
Ψ =
wS
3
, (10)
where w is the ratio of the burst energies emitted in neu-
trinos and gamma-rays (Equation 4), and  is the average
energy of the GRB neutrino reaching the earth. The fac-
tor of 1/3 takes into account that the emitted neutrinos
come mixed in three flavors, as a result of neutrino oscilla-
tions. The mean expectation for the number of detected
muon neutrinos is given by
〈n〉 = AΨ ≈ 8× 10−4wS−5
( 
100 GeV
)2
, (11)
where S−5 = S/10−5 erg cm−2. The observed neutrino
energy is reduced by the cosmological redhsift (1 + z)−1
from the value given by Equation (5),
 ≈ 30
(
Γ
600
)(
1 + z
2
)−1
GeV. (12)
Consider the example of a very bright burst
GRB 080319B [23]. Its gamma-ray fluence was S ≈ 6.2×
10−4 erg cm−2 and its source was located at z = 0.937, in
the northern hemisphere. It had an isotropic-equivalent
gamma-ray energy Eiso ∼ 1054 erg. The exact Lorentz
factors of GRB jets are unknown, however it is expected
that the brightest bursts have particularly high Γ ∼ 103
(which helps avoid gamma-gamma absorption and ex-
plain the observed GeV gamma-rays). Then we find for
GRB 080319B, 〈n〉 ≈ 1.4×10−2w Γ3, where Γ3 = Γ/103.
We conclude that the detection probability for an in-
dividual GRB is small unless the burst occurs so close to
us that its fluence has a huge value S > 10−2 erg cm−2.
Figure 1 shows Eiso required to produce, on average,
1 detected neutrino in IceCube+DeepCore, as a function
of luminosity distance DL and Lorentz factor Γ. One can
see that the burst with a typical Eiso ∼ 1053 erg needs to
be within ∼ 1 Gpc to produce 〈n〉 & 1.
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FIG. 1. GRB isotropic-equivalent gamma-ray energy Eiso
that would produce, on average, 1 detected muon neutrino
in IceCube+DeepCore, as a function of the GRB’s luminosity
distance DL and Lorentz factor Γ.
The mean expectation for detected neutrinos (Equa-
tion 11) is proportional to the gamma-ray energy fluence
S, which can be greatly increased if we consider a large
sample of GRBs and add their fluences together. Adding
a burst to the sample is useful as long as it adds more sig-
nal than background, i.e. if it contributes 〈n〉 > 〈nBG〉.
This requires a minimum fluence of the burst, which we
find by comparing Equations (9) and (11),
Smin ≈ 7× 10
−6
w
( 
30 GeV
)−1( T
30 s
)
erg cm−2. (13)
The observed distribution of S significantly flattens at
S < 10−5 erg cm−2, and adding these weaker bursts to
the sample does not add much fluence. Thus, we can
choose the sample by requiring
S > Scut ∼ 10−5 erg cm−2, (14)
without losing much signal while still having a weak back-
ground 〈nBG〉  〈n〉.
First, consider all bursts detected by the Burst and
Transient Source Experiment (BATSE; [24]) during its
∼ 9 years of operation. The number of BATSE bursts
with fluences S > Scut ≈ 10−5 erg cm−2 is N ≈ 450
[25], Figure 2 shows the net fluence Snet of bursts with
individual fluences S > Scut, as a function of Scut. For
sufficiently high Scut of interest, the observed dependence
of Snet on Scut may be approximated by the following
functional form,
Snet ∝ log(1 + αS−1/2cut )− β, (15)
with α ≈ 0.057 and β ≈ 0.015. We use Scut =
10−5 erg cm−2, which gives Snet ≈ 2.3 × 10−2 erg cm−2
(Figure 2).
Half of the observed Snet comes from the northern
hemisphere. Substituting S = Snet/2 into Equation (11)
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FIG. 2. Net fluence Snet of GRBs with individual fluences
S > Scut as a function of Scut (solid line). Dashed line shows
the analytical expression (15).
we find the mean expectation for the number of detected
neutrinos for the BATSE sample,
〈n〉 ≈ 1w2 (BATSE), (16)
where 2 = /100 GeV and the line over w2 signifies
averaging over the sample; w2 ∼ 1 is expected.
Next, consider the bursts observed by the Fermi
Gamma-ray Burst Monitor (GBM; [26]) and the Swift
Burst Alert Telescope (BAT; [27]) between June 1, 2010
and June 1, 2012. IceCube and DeepCore already op-
erated during this period. We include GRBs that were
observed in the northern hemisphere. For each burst we
use its measured fluence to calculate its contribution to
〈n〉. If a GRB has been detected with multiple observa-
tories, we choose observations at higher energies, which
give a better estimate for the total gamma-ray fluence
S. (Swift BAT is sensitive to photon energies only up
to 150 keV, therefore its observations typically underes-
timate S.) In this estimate, we choose a fixed Γ = 600
and z = 1 and find 〈n〉 ≈ 0.13 for the two-year sample.
The present all-sky rate of GRB detections is about
325 per year, when bursts from Swift, Fermi, and the
9-spacecraft Interplanetary Network are considered [28].
Although the majority of the present missions have
virtually no limitation to their lifetimes, funding con-
siderations may eventually force their demise over the
next decade. In the near future, the French-Chinese
SVOM mission, the Japanese ASTRO-H, and ESA’s
BepiColombo will have either dedicated GRB detectors
or gamma-ray detectors with burst-detection capability.
5. Conclusions — We conclude that there is a good
chance for detecting 10-100 GeV neutrinos in 5-10 years
of observations with IceCube/DeepCore. Given the low
level of expected background, the detection of a few
neutrinos would have significant implications for GRB
physics. It would confirm dissipative nuclear collisions in
the jet and would determine the parameter w that mea-
sures the efficiency of neutrino emission relative to the
gamma-ray efficiency (Equation 4). The energy of de-
tected neutrino , combined with a measured cosmologi-
cal redshift of the burst, would give a direct estimate for
the Lorentz factor of the jet, Γ ≈ 100(1 + z)(/10 GeV),
a key parameter of GRBs.
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